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Legislature Acts on Board’s Budget
Evan Evans
Audiologist, Board Chair
Every two years, the Board’s proposed budget is reviewed by the
Legislature as part of the Governor’s Balanced Budget. Legislators
determine staffing, fees, and other key aspects of Board operations.
The Joint Ways & Means Committee recently approved our 201315 budget with some, but not all, of the provisions we requested.
As reported in the Spring 2013 issue of The Voice, a budget priority was to increase the
Executive Director to full-time (up from 3 days a week), to handle the dramatically
increased workload associated with growth in licensees and the Board’s disciplinary work.
We have been asking for this since December 2010, and this request was granted. Our
request to hire a half-time investigator to support our existing disciplinary caseload and
enhance criminal background checks for applicants was denied. However, the Legislature
approved increasing the Administrative Assistant to full-time (up from 32 hours a week).
The Board can now begin work on rules, policies and procedures for enhanced
background checks, including checking fingerprints through the FBI’s national database.
Increased professional mobility makes a national check imperative to protect public
safety, and it is required by many employers. Applicants will pay a separate fee (passed
through to the Oregon State Police) for this check, but Board licensing fees must support
investigations and review of results by our staff and Board. As multi-state practice
continues to grow, the Board will consider what checks of current licensees are also
needed to protect the public.
To support this additional staff time and other expenses, the Board developed a fee
increase proposal that was discussed in multiple licensee communications over the last
year, and was supported by the professional associations (OAA and OSHA). That
proposal would have charged $250 for biennial SLP and AUD licenses, and $75 for SLPA
licenses. However, since the Legislature did not approve part of our staffing increase,
they asked us to reduce our proposed fee schedule. BSPA receives no tax dollars: 98%
of our revenue comes from licensing fees. We expect that this fee schedule to support
this level of staffing for 4-6 years.
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New PD Rules Will Be Relevant for
December Renewals & Audits
As you all know by now, the Board recently revised its professional
development rules, and they went into effect on May 1st. Information
about the new rules and the Triple Test Guide that must be used to
determine if PD is accepted is available at www.oregon.gov/bspa
(see links on the homepage and the Professional Development tab).
The Request for Special Approval Form and the Professional
Development Log Form have also been updated on our Forms page.

Ch-ch-ch-Changes…

PD already obtained and approved in 2012 & 2013 under the old rules
With new PD rules, other rule changes, and a new fee schedule, it
will be honored when you report PD on your renewal application on
may seem like everything is changing. The Board office is here to
or before December 31, 2013. However, as you plan to complete
your requirements in the remainder of 2013, you need to use the new help!
rules and forms.
Please email or call with any questions – if you are wondering, probaIf you have questions about any the new requirements, please contact bly others are too. Or you may have found an inconsistency or issue
that needs to be brought to the Board’s attention. We’ll do our best to
our office.
resolve your questions or concerns.
You can also leave feedback using our online survey, at
http://bspa.oregonsurveys.com/
If you have a complaint, it’s helpful for you to leave your name on the
survey so we can contact you for more information or to resolve it
personally. But you can remain anonymous if you prefer.
Compliments are always appreciated, too!

Legislature Acts on Board’s Budget (continued from page 1)
As of July 1st, the following fee schedule is implemented:
BSPA Licensing Fee Schedule
Fee Type

Effective July 1,
2013

Who Pays?

Biennial/ One Time/ Annual

Application Fee

75

ALL

One Time

Biennial Active License/Renewal

210

SLP/AUD

Biennial

Biennial Inactive License/Renewal

50

SLP/AUD

Biennial

Conditional License/Renewal

50

SLP/AUD

One Time/ Annual

Biennial Certificate/Renewal

65

SLPA

Biennial

Biennial Inactive Certificate/Renewal

20

SLPA

Biennial

Delinquent Fee

100

ALL

When Applicable

Temporary or Limited Term License

100

SLP/AUD

When Applicable

Temporary or Limited Term Certificate

30

SLPA

When Applicable

OSP Background Check

44.50

ALL

When Applicable

The Board is currently considering what under what conditions temporary or limited term licenses will be issued; this will require new rules.
Stay tuned!
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We’re Still Growing
Our growing workload makes us grateful for the Legislature’s recent approval for full-time staff. It also means more professional colleagues
in Oregon for our licensees. Here are statistics “hot off the press” at the beginning of June 2013:

SLPs
Regular Active

June
2013
1492

Same Time Last
Year (Jun 2012)
1291

Same Time in Last Renewal
Cycle (Jun 2011)
1296

Highest Ever Before
(Jan 2012)
1375

Conditional (CFs)

59

51

49

48

Limited

0

0

0

0

Probation

1

0

0

0

Total Active

1554

1345

1348

1426

Now vs. Then

-

+15.6%

+ 15%

+8.5%

This is up 15.6% from a year ago, and it’s typical to grow over the biennium, since people moving out of state don’t usually surrender their
license or go inactive. The highest number we’ve ever previously had (right before the last expiration date) was in January 2012, and we’re
8.5% over that. To compare with the same time in the last license renewal cycle, we need to go back two years to June 2011. Board-licensed
SLPs are up by about 200—or 15% since then. No matter how you look at it, we’re at the highest number of SLPs ever.
These patterns hold for audiologists and SLPAs, too. SLPAs recently broke the 300 mark for the first time, and their June number is up 30%
from their previous highest number!

Regular Active

June
2013
267

Same Time Last
Year (Jun 2012)
244

Same Time in Last Renewal
Cycle (Jun 2011)
245

Highest Ever Before
(Jan 2012)
259

Limited

2

2

2

2

Probation

0

0

0

0

Total Active

269

246

247

261

Now vs. Then

-

+9%

+9%

+3%

SLPAs
Regular Active

June
2013
308

Same Time Last
Year (Jun 2012)
252

Same Time in Last Renewal
Cycle (Jun 2011)
259

Highest Ever Before
(Jan 2012)
236

Limited

0

0

0

0

Probation

0

0

0

0

Total Active

308

252

259

236

Now vs. Then

-

+22%

+19%

+30.5%

AUDs
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2013 SLPA Audit Results
What Was Audited?
In March/April 2013, the Board conducted its fifth annual audit of
SLPA supervision. Selected school districts were asked to submit a
list of employed SLPAs and the SLPs supervising them. SLPAs not
working in schools were also audited.
Information requested in the audit includes a list of all SLPs and
SLPAs employed in each district, along with their supervisor
assignments and licensure information. SLPAs also provide their
clinical logs for two specific months. A rule change in 2012
reinforced the Board’s expectation that required supervision hours
must be met during each calendar month.

charge delinquent fees for late reporting of SLPA supervisor changes
or changes in licensee contact information. Currently, the delinquent
fee is $50; however, this will increase to $100 after July 1 st with the
new fee schedule.
The Board is able to request clinical logs or supervisor information
from licensees at any time, and will follow up with those audited.

Important Information Even If You Weren’t Audited
The Board holds both SLPs and SLPAs accountable for meeting
SLPA supervision requirements. Any SLP supervising an SLPA
(regardless of whether the SLP is licensed by TSPC and/or BSPA)
must follow Board rules for supervision.

Who Was Audited?
A total of 62 SLPAs (about 21% of licensees) employed by 13 districts and other
employers were asked to submit clinical logs.
Logs were evaluated for evidence of necessary SLP and SLPA entries and signatures,
whether supervision changes had been timely
reported, and whether the monthly number of
hours of direct and indirect supervision met
Board requirements. Because many SLPAs
support more than one SLP, a total of 211
logs were reviewed.

“Several auditees
were unclear about
definitions of
direct and indirect
supervision and
the need to ensure
that adequate
supervision is
provided on a
monthly basis.”

If staffing patterns are determined to be out of compliance with Board
rules, school administrators may be also be subject to discipline by
TSPC under the terms of their TSPC Administrator licenses. The
results of the audit are shared with superintendents, special education
directors, and SLP coordinators at each district audited.

Results
Overall, 77% of the logs had no errors.
Seven districts submitted audit materials that were 100% compliant.
In the other six districts, 2 logs documented an inadequate number of
hours of supervision. Thirteen logs contained documentation errors
(such as missing signatures or multiple months on one log). The most
frequent concern was supervisor arrangements that were not timely
reported to the Board—this made for errors in 12 logs. There were no
unqualified supervisors found.
Of the 14 non-school based SLPAs audited, four were not employed
in the audited months. Of the 10 remaining SLPAs, 7 were totally
compliant with supervision rules. All had adequate supervision
hours, but 2 had submitted late supervision change forms. Two had
documentation errors in that they reported multiple months of
supervision on one log.
The 2013 audit revealed more concerns regarding the type of
supervision provided than the previous audit. Several auditees were
unclear about definitions of direct and indirect supervision and the
need to ensure that adequate supervision is provided on a monthly
basis.
By communicating audit results and providing regular articles on
SLPA supervision requirements in The Voice, the Board continues to
After reviewing the results at its May meeting, the Board decided not educate SLPAs and SLPs about these requirements. (See the article
to issue any disciplinary action for violations found on the audit.
on page 5 of this issue for the latest.) There is also information on
our website. SLPAs and their supervisors are encouraged to call or
However, the Board has recently adopted a rule that allows delinquent email the Board office at any time with questions.
fees to be charged for violations of SLPA supervision requirements as
found on audit (as with the PD audit). The Board is also now able to

What Happens Next?
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SLPAs and SLPs: How To Avoid Errors on Clinical Logs
In auditing SLPA clinical logs, we occasionally find SLPAs and SLPs
who are still unclear on the definitions of what activities they should
document, and therefore do not document the right amount or types of
supervision.
Our “smart form” or clinical log form looks like this:

(5) Indirect Supervision: Those activities other than direct
observation and guidance conducted by a speech-language
pathologist that may include consultation, record review,
lesson planning, and review and evaluation of audio-or
videotaped sessions. Indirect supervision may be done in
person or via telephone or electronic communication modes.

How Many Hours Are Required?
An SLPA must receive direct or indirect supervision for a total of
20% of clinical interaction time during a month. (Unless they are new
to that employer, in which case it’s 30% total). An SLPA must be
directly supervised at least 10% of their clinical interaction
time. That will be happening at the same time as a clinical interaction. The clinical interaction is time the SLPA spends with clients.
An SLPA also must receive indirect supervision for an amount of
time that is calculated as another 10% (or the remainder of the time up
to a total of 20%) of the clinical interaction time. Since indirect
supervision is defined as activities such as records review and lesson
planning that are done with the SLPA and SLP together, it would
NOT be at the same time as the clinical interaction.
Clinical interaction time is the basis for calculating the indirect supervision, but clinical interaction is time the SLPA spends with clients,
not the time spent consulting with their supervising SLP.

How Does an SLPA Record All the Hours in A Work Day?
The short answer is that they don’t—or more accurately, they do on
their employee timesheet, but not on their clinical log form.

Note that on the log form, the first 4 columns relate to the SLPA’s
time and activities with clients. The last 3 columns relate to the
SLPA’s time with the supervising SLP.

Clinical interaction time is what SLPA supervision requirements are
based on. However, clinical interaction time is almost certainly LESS
than total hours worked. An SLPA might have an 8-hour workday
that consists of 6 hours of clinical interaction, 0.5 hour of indirect
supervision with one’s supervising SLP (as defined above), and 1.5
hours of materials prep or staff meetings or whatever that is neither
clinical interaction nor indirect supervision activities. During that 6
hours of clinical interaction, the SLPA may have received 1 hour of
direct supervision when the SLP was in the same room. Some workdays might have no direct supervision or indirect supervision—it
depends on when the supervisor is scheduled to observe or review the
SLPA’s work.

How is Supervision Defined?
SLPAs and their supervising SLPs should review the definitions of
clinical interaction, direct supervision and indirect supervision
together, so that both clearly understand them. These definitions are
in Board rules, available on-line through the Rules/Statutes tab our
website. OAR 335-095-0010 says:

Some people get confused when thinking that all work time (or even
all clinical interaction time) is either directly or indirectly supervised.
This is not true, based upon the definitions. (continued on page 6)

(3) Clinical Interaction: Interaction where the speechlanguage pathology assistant (SLPA) or practicum student is
actively involved by participating in or leading a therapy
session.
(4) Direct Supervision: On-site, within sight and/or sound, or
live videoconference observation and guidance by a speechlanguage pathologist while a speech-language pathology
assistant performs a clinical interaction.
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SLPAs and SLPs: How To Avoid Errors on Clinical Logs
(continued from page 5)
If an SLPA was keeping track of everything that happened during their workdays, some sample days that could occur are listed below (based
on an 8-hour workday):
Date

Day

Clinical
Interaction

Direct
Supervision

Indirect
Supervision

Other
activities

2/4/13

M

6

0

1.5

.5

Total
Hrs
Worked
8

2/5/13

T

7

0

0

1

8

2/6/13

W

6

.5

0

2

8

2/7/13

Th

7

2

0

1

8

2/8/13

F

3

3

3.5

1.5

8

2/9/13
2/10/13
2/11/13

Sa
Su
M

0
0
0

5

0
0
8

0

3

What Actually Happened?

Spent 6 hours in group sessions; 1.5
hrs reviewing progress of 20 students
with SLP; half-hour on project for
classroom teacher
SLP was absent—will make up scheduled supervision time on Friday; staff
meeting from 10-11
Spent 6 hours in group sessions; SLP
observed 10-10:30 am session; worked
2 hours on materials prep in pm
Spent 7 hours in group sessions; SLP
observed from 9-11am; attended IEP
mtg with SLP from 2-3 pm
SLP observed all sessions from 811am; spent 1.5 hrs on materials prep
after consulting with SLP on progress
of all students on caseload for 3.5 hrs
Weekend
Weekend
Met with SLP from 8-11am, attended
in-service from noon-5pm

On the clinical log sheet, the SLPA is only reporting the highlighted
A Few Final Reminders
columns. So on the log sheet, there could be work days with no
 Keep a log form for each SLPA-SLP supervision pair, and make
clinical interaction, no direct supervision, or no indirect supervision—
sure the targets are met for each form.
or almost any combination of these. The only thing you can’t have is  SLPAs must submit an SLPA Supervision Change Notice within
more direct supervision than clinical interaction.
30 days of adding or deleting any SLP supervisors.
 SLPAs should make sure that your assigned supervisor meets
The most common error we see on audited logs is for an SLPA to
Board qualifications.
report 6 hours of clinical interaction (for example), and then say that
they received 3 hours of direct and 3 hours of indirect supervision that Do all these things, and you will pass the SLPA Supervision Audit
day. This SLPA assumes that if their SLP is in the room for 3 hours, with flying colors!
that is direct (OK so far), and then if the SLP is out of the room for
the other 3 hours of clinical interaction, those are 3 hours of indirect
supervision. This is based on a misunderstanding of the definitions
of supervision. If the SLPA was accurate in reporting 6-3-3, then in
reality, they would be working 9 hours that day—working with
clients for 6 hours and meeting for 3 hours with their supervising
SLP. None of us probably knows anyone with a job like that!

How Often Should Supervision Percentages Be Calculated?
Because of the variation in activities from day to day (scheduled and
unscheduled), the Board looks at the percentage of direct and indirect
supervision over the course of a month, not just a day or week. Note
that in the example above, the SLP was sick on Tuesday, when she
was scheduled to observe sessions and meet with the SLPA for an
hour regarding student progress. These scheduled hours could be
made up later in the week or month to make sure the 10% and 20%
supervision targets are met. The beauty of the “smart form” is that as
one enters daily data, it updates the supervision percentages. So it is
easy to keep track of how much supervision has been received in the
month to date.
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Audiologists Approved
As HAS Supervisors
In the 2013 Legislative Session, which is
still underway, there are several bills
addressing health professional licensing,
and it’s too early to know what all the
impacts might be for our Board and
licensees. Topics include licensing of
military spouses, continuing education
requirements on cultural competency,
criminal background checks (including
fingerprint records and technology), and
efforts to centralize credentialing and
licensing functions.
One bill that has already passed and was signed by the Governor on
June 6th is good news for audiologists. The statute governing Hearing
Aid Specialists (who are licensed by OHLA—the Oregon Health
Licensing Agency) has been changed to allow audiologists to supervise
HAS trainees. This has been a concern since 2009 when the law
changed so that audiologists do not otherwise need to hold a separate
OHLA license to dispense hearing aids. Audiologists must follow
OHLA’s guidelines and rules when performing this supervision.

Help us save paper!
As of May 1, 2013, the Board
REQUIRES licensees to submit a
current email address for all
Board correspondence. Our
website:
www.oregon.gov/bspa

5/31/13
Nugent, Carol L. Speech-Language Pathologist # 10271
Outcome: Probation Lifted
Violation: A Consent Order was issued 1/15/13, placing Licensee
on probation until December 31, 2013. Probation was lifted
5/31/13 after licensee satisfactorily completed requirements
specified for dysphagia coursework and peer mentor observation
and review of licensee’s assessment and treatment of eight dysphagia patients.
4/3/13
Correia, Sasha M.
Speech-Language Pathologist # 12984
Outcome: Final Order by Default: $250 Civil Penalty
Violation: A Final Order by Default was issued on April 3, 2013,
imposing a civil penalty of $250.
Licensee was employed and represented herself as an SLP without
a valid license for more than three months in violation of ORS
681.250(2) and OAR 335-005-0025(1). Licensee failed to apply for
renewal of her license on a timely basis, in violation of ORS
681.320(1) and OAR 335-060-0030 [biennial licensure and renewal
requirements].

If you would like to fill out a
customer service survey for
the Board, go to:
www.bspa.oregonsurveys.com/

Temporary Rule Changes
Go Into Effect
PD & Other Issues
On May 1, 2013, major revisions to the rules that had been publicized
and discussed for many months (especially relating to professional
development) took effect. Notwithstanding all the review that took
place, the Board realized that there were a few tweaks needed. On
May 17th, the Board implemented a few rule changes to make these
housekeeping changes. The full rule text can be viewed at Oregon.gov/
bspa/TemporaryRules. Temporary rules changed the following:


OAR 335-060-0006(5)(a): Clarifies waiver of initial PD for speech
-language pathologists (SLPs) to include the 12 months following
completion of the supervised clinical experience. Board policy and
rules in effect before May 1, 2013 waived PD requirements for
SLPs during their clinical fellowship. The temporary rule change
makes the waiver of PD requirements for 12 months following
completion of academic and clinical training consistent for SLPs,
audiologists and SLPAs.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Temporary Rule Changes
Go Into Effect (continued from page 7)




Clarifies that fees in OAR 335-060-0010(1) may be charged to
both applicants and licensees. The conditions for charging these
fees apply to initial applicants, licensees applying for renewal, and
current licensees who must comply with various administrative
requirements.

Help Newcomers to Oregon Avoid Unlicensed Practice

Don’t forget that no one can lawfully start work
as an SLP, SLPA or audiologist in Oregon
without first obtaining an Oregon license. This
OAR 335-060-0010(1)(c)(D) removes the requirement for the
Board to a delinquent fee for late submission of requests for special includes SLPs starting their clinical fellowship year, and other new
graduates. Mid-career professionals also must await Oregon
approval of PD. In rules effective May 1st, the Board removed
consideration of such late requests. This is a housekeeping change licensure, even if they hold their CCCs. Our licensing law does not
have a provision for reciprocity with other states.
for consistency.



OAR 335-060-0010(1)(d)(E) clarifies that the SLPA supervision
audit will be treated the same way as the PD audit already referenced in this rule.



OAR 335-070-0020(2), OAR 335-070-0020(5)(a), and OAR 335070-0020(5)(f), and OAR 335-070-0080(1) and (2) clarify wording
on acceptable PD activities and hour requirements.



Planning to Hire or Supervise
a New Grad or Someone from
Out of State?

Individuals cannot even begin orientation or other non-clinical
duties while awaiting the issuance of their license. This is because
practicing speech-language pathology or audiology or purporting to
be an SLP, SLPA or audiologist without a license is unlicensed
practice.
Employers should never tell candidates that they can begin work
pending licensure. However, an employer may choose to extend an
offer of employment contingent on receiving an Oregon license.

OAR 335-070-0050(2)(e) reinstates pro-rating of PD hours required
for initial license renewal, which was in effect before May 1st. All
regular Board licenses must be renewed on or before December 31, How Long Does It Take to Get a Board License?
Board licenses are typically issued within 5 business days of all
2013. Reinstating the pro-rating is less confusing and fairer to
documents and licensing fees being received. Delays in obtaining
licensees who will renew their initial license in just a few months.
licensure almost always relate to incomplete applications.

Fee Schedule

Applicants are responsible for requesting all supporting documents
In June, the Board will also file temporary rules to implement the
that must be sent to the Board: official transcripts, Praxis scores,
st
Legislatively-approved fee schedule, effective July 1 . Even though the
verification of ASHA CCCs, and verification of all other licenses
Legislature approves our fees, they are spelled out in rule, so we need to
(ever) held. Entities issuing these documents can take several
amend the rules whenever fees are changed.
weeks—and charge fees—to provide this information. Applicants
sometimes don’t realize that they need to request verification of
Temporary rules are only in effect for six months, and they allow the
educator licenses as well as health professional licenses held in
Board to make needed, straightforward changes quickly. We will go
other states, or from TSPC.
through the longer process in late summer/fall to make these changes
permanent. So you’ll see these rule changes again soon.
Applicants with criminal or disciplinary history must be honest
about reporting it, and be diligent and complete in providing court
documents and other information regarding the incident and its
disposition. It takes time for the Board to review this information
and determine fitness for licensure. However, relatively few
applicants have this background, and the Board has a policy to
streamline this review so that delays are minimized in many cases.
Applicants in mid-career also now have PD requirements for initial
licensure. Since Oregon has different requirements for PD than
ASHA or other states, sometimes there is a delay while applicants
complete additional hours.

The Bottom Line
If you are hiring new licensees, encourage them to begin the
application process early, and to be proactive in completing all
elements of their application. And PLEASE make sure that anyone
you are assigned to supervise is appropriately licensed before they
begin work (even if you are not their hiring manager).
Make sure newcomers’ entry into the profession in Oregon is
smooth and safe!
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